
Symmetries 
and Conservation Laws



A classification of 
symmetries in particle 
physics

Class Invariance Conserved quantity
Proper orthochronous
Lorentz symmetry

translation in time
  (homogeneity) energy

translation in space
  (homogeneity) linear momentum

rotation in space
  (isotropy) angular momentum

Discrete symmetry P, coordinate inversion spatial parity
C, charge conjugation charge parity
T, time reversal time parity
CPT product of parities

Internal symmetry
(independent of
spacetime coordinates)

U(1) gauge 
transformation electric charge

U(1) gauge 
transformation

lepton generation 
number

U(1) gauge 
transformation hypercharge

U(1)Y gauge 
transformation

weak hypercharge

U(2) [U(1) × SU(2)] electroweak force
SU(2) gauge 
transformation Isospin

SU(2)L gauge 
transformation

weak isospin

P × SU(2) G-parity
SU(3) "winding number" baryon number

SU(3) gauge 
transformation quark color

SU(3) (approximate) quark flavor
S(U(2) × U(3))
[ U(1) × SU(2) × SU(3)] Standard Model
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It is a function that summarizes the dynamics of the system, starting from
the principle of minimum action, valid also in quantum mechanics

Lagrangian

If the Lagrangian of a system is known, then the equations of 
motion of the system may be obtained by a direct substitution of 
the expression for the Lagrangian into the Euler–Lagrange 
Equation:

Lagrangian
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The principle of minimum action applies also to quantum mechanics.

Action

Principle of minimum action
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In Hamiltonian mechanics the time evolution of the system is uniquely 
defined by Hamilton’s equation

Hamiltonian

where  is the Hamiltonian, which corresponds to the total energy of the 
system. For a closed system, it is the sum of the kinetic and potential energy 
of the system.



Given a Lagrangian in terms of the generalized coordinates  and 
generalized velocities and time:

Hamiltonian from Lagrangian

1. momenta are calculated by differentiating the Lagrangian with respect to the 
(generalized) velocities: 

2. Velocities qi  are expressed in terms of the momenta pi  by inverting the expressions 
in the previous step.

3. Hamiltonian is calculated using the usual definition of  as the Legendre transformation 
of :  

Then the velocities are substituted for using the previous results.



Symmetries of a physical system: 

Classical 
system

Quantum system

Lagrangian
Formalism

Lagrangian
Formalism

Hamiltonian
Formalism

Hamiltonian
Formalism

Invariance of Equations of Motion •Invariance of  dynamica equations
•Invariance of commutation relations 
(Invariance of probability) 

E. Noether’s Theorem (valid for any lagrangian theory, classical or quantum) 
relates symmetries to conserved quantities of a physical system 



A “classical” example :

Let us do a translation : 

The equations of motion 
are translation
Invariant !



If one calculates the forces acting on 1 and 2:

In the classical Lagrangian formalism : L invariant with 
respect to q

p conserved
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In the Hamiltonian formalism

Possible conservation of a 
dinamical quantity 

Possible symmetry

This formalism can easily be used in Quantum Mechanics

In Quantum Mechanics, starting from the Schroedinger Equation :

Time evolution (unitary operator)



Operators in the Heisenberg picture

Taking the derivatives:

Conserved quantities: commute with H

In the case when there is an explicit time 
dependence (non-isolated systems)

Schroedinger and Heisenberg Pictures:

Heisenberg Schroedinger



For a finite translation :

unitary the generator of space translations 

If H does not depend on coordinates

momentum is conserved

Translational invariance: a continuous spacetime symmetry

The translation operator is naturally 
associated to the linear momentum
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Rotational invariance: a continuous spacetime symmetry

The rotation operator is naturally 
associated with angular momentum

A finite rotation

Angular momentum (z-comp.) 
operator  (angle phi)

unitary
Self-adjoint: rotation generator

If H does not depend on the rotation angle φ around the z-axis

The angular momentum 
       is conserved



Time invariance (a continuous symmetry)

The generator of time translation is 
actually the energy!

If H does not dipend from t, the energy is conserved
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The continous spacetime 
symmetries:

Space translation 

Space rotation

Time translation

Linear momenum 

Angular momentum

Energy

Using the equation of motion of the operators :



Electric charge Q
• Charge conservation can also be understood as a consequence of 

symmetry through Noether's theorem. The symmetry that is associated 
with charge conservation is the global gauge invariance of the 
electromagnetic field.

• The full statement of gauge invariance is that the physics of an 
electromagnetic field are unchanged when the scalar and vector 
potential are shifted by the gradient of an arbitrary scalar field 



Electric charge Q



Electric charge Q

•In quantum mechanics the scalar field is equivalent to a phase shift in the 
wavefunction of the charged particle:

•so gauge invariance is equivalent to the well known fact that changes in 
the phase of a wavefunction are unobservable, and only changes in the 
magnitude of the wavefunction result in changes to the probability function 
||2 . 



Barion Number B



Barion Number B



Lepton Number





• Gauge invariance  conservation law (i.e. charge)

• In field theories with local gauge simmetry: absolutely conserved 
  quantity implies long-range field (i.e Em field) coupled to the charge

• If baryon number were absolutely conserved (from local gauge 
  simmetry), a long-range field coupled to it should exist. 

• No evidence for such a field! However:
  
  charge conservation
  lepton conservation
  baryon conservation

Barion-lepton conservation



• Highest limits are on the lepton and baryon nr conservation, even if 
   not protected by any gauge principle

• Other reasons for baryon non-conservation:
huge baryon-antibaryon asimmetry in the Universe (NB today  1079!)

• For practical purposes, we will assume that baryon and lepton nr 
are conserved, even if  there is no deep theoretical reasons to 
suppose this conservation rule as absolute.

• While total lepton number seems to be conserved, weak transition
between leptons of different flavours (e.g.: e   ) can be possible 
(see: experiments on neutrino oscillations)



Spin S
- W. Pauli introduced for the 1st time a fourth quantic number  - the spin - to 

completely describe the electron state inside the atomic orbitals

- No physics meaning was assigned to the spin until 1927, when the 
experiment of Phipps ad Taylor associated to the spin a magnetic moment 
of the electron.

- The electron spin can assume only two values: +1/2 and –1/2: it is an 
intrinsic attribute of the electron and it appears only in a relativistic 
scenario

- Later, it was possible to attribute the spin to other particles (m, p e n) by 
applying the law of the angular momentum conservation or the principle of 
the detailed balance





• Spin and cross sections

Suppose the initial-state particles are unpolarised. 
Total number of final spin substates available is: 
 gf = (2sc+1)(2sd+1)
Total number of initial spin substates: gi = (2sa+1)(2sb+1) 

One has to average the transition probability over all possible 
initial states, all equally probable, and sum over all final states 
 Multiply by factor gf /gi

• All the so-called crossed reactions are 
  allowed as well, and described by the 
  same matrix-elements (but different 
  kinematic constraints)



 Good quantum numbers: 
   if associated with a conserved observables
   (= operators commute with the Hamiltonian)

 Spin: one of the quantum numbers which characterise any particle 
   (elementary or composite)

   Spin Sp of the particle, is the total angular momentum J of its 
   costituents in their centre-of-mass-frame

 Quarks are spin-1/2 particles  the spin quantum number Sp = J 
   can be integer or half integer

 The spin projection on the z-axis – Jz- can assume any of 2J+ 1 
 values, from –J to J, with steps of 1, depending on the particle’s 
 spin orientation

    



Illustration of possible Jz values for Spin-1/2 and Spin-1 particles 
It is assumed that L and S are “good” quantum numbers with J = Sp 

Jz depends instead on the spin orientation

Using “good”quantum numbers, one can refer to a particle using the 
spectroscopic notation

  (2S+1)LJ

Following chemistry traditions, instead of numerical values of L = 
0,1,2,3.....letters S,P,D,F are used



In this notation, the lowest-lying (L=0) bound state of two particles 
of spin-1/2 will be 1S0 or 3S1

 - For mesons with L >= 1, possible states are:

 - Baryons are bound states of 3 quarks  two orbital angular 
   momenta connected to the relative motions of quarks

  - total orbital angular momentum is L = L12+L3 
  - spin of a baryon is S = S1+S2+S3 

 S = 1/2 or S = 3/2 



Internal orbital angular momenta of a 3-quarks state

Possible baryon states:



Discrete symmetries: P,C,T

Discrete symmetries describe non-continuous changes in a system. 
They cannot be obtained by integrating infinitesimal transformations.

These transformations are associated to discrete symmetry groups 



Parity P



Parity P



Parity is conserved in a system when

The case of the central potential: 

Bound states of a system with radial symmetry have definite parity
Example: the hydrogen atom

Hydrogen atom: wavefunction 
(no spin)

Radial part Angular part 

Parity P

So the parity P of a spherical armonics is (-1)l 



The intrinsic parity is defined as the eigenstate of the P operator, in the 
frame where the particle is at rest. It can be P= +1 or P=-1 . 



Fermions have half-integer spin and angular momentum conservation 
requires their production in pairs. You can definetherefore  just relative 
parity. By convention, P (p) = +1 

The Dirac equation and, more generally, the field theory, imply that the 
parity of a fermion and its antiparticle are opposite, of a boson and its 
anti-boson are equal. So, in particular, P (p) = -1, P (e+) = -1 

The strange hyperons are produced by strong interactions paired with 
another strange particle, which prevents to establish the equality of both. 
You can not use the L  pπ-decay, as the weak interaction does not 
conserve parity. By convention, P (L) = +1 

By definition, all the quarks have parity equal +1



-The intrinsic parities of e- and e+ are related, namely:  Pe+Pe- = -1

This is true for all fermions (spin-1/2 particles):  Pf+ Pf- = -1

 Experimentally this can be confirmed by studying the reaction:   e+e-  
where initial state has zero orbital momentum and parity  of Pe+Pe

 If the final state has relative orbital angular momentum l, its parity is: P
2(-1)l

 Since P
2=1, from the parity conservation law:

   Pe+Pe- = (-1)l

  Experimental measurement of l confirm this result



- However, it is impossible to determine Pe- or Pe+,since these particles
are created or destroyed in pairs

-Conventionally, defined parities of leptons are:

        Pe- = P- = Pt- = 1

 Consequently, parities of anti-leptons have opposite sign

-Since quarks and anti-quarks are also created only in pairs, their 
 parities are also defined by convention: 

Pu = Pd = Ps = Pc = Pb = Pt = 1

With parities of antiquarks being –1

-For a meson                        parity is calculated as: 

For L=0 that means P = -1, confirmed by observations.



-For a baryon B=(abc), parity is given as:

 and for antibaryon                    as for leptons 
For the low-lying baryons, the formula predicts positive parities (confirmed 
by experiments).

In the electric dipole transition with the selection rule l = ± 1 the atom’s 
parity changes. So the parity of the emitted radiation must be odd, so that the 
parity of the whole system (atom+photon) is conserved.

P() = 1
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Parity of the photon from a classical analogy

A classical E field obeys :

Let us take the P:

On the other hand, in vacuum:

And the parity operation would give :

In order to make it consistent with the 
electric field transformationt:

To keep the Poisson Equation  invariant, 
we need to have the following law for E 
:



Parity of ±



Parity of 0



Parity of 0





The action of parity on relevant physical quantities

Angular Momentum:

Position:

Momentum:

Time:

Charge:

E field:

B field:

Current:

Spin:

45



Parity Conservation
Most sensitive tests P conservation in strong interactions: search for nuclear 
states or mesons decays which could happen through strong interaction if the 
latter violated P

Example: decay of a pseudovector in two identical scalars, 1+ 0++ 0+, not 
possible when conserving P

decay speed and cross sections proportional to  |M|2, which is a scalar 
regardless of M being a scalar or a pseudoscalar. In order to see an effect both 
must contribute:

M = MS+MP |M|2=|M
S
|2+2 M

S
*M

P
 + |M

P
|2

Decay of the exited state   20Ne :  20Ne*(1+)  16O (0+)+ a 

One looks for a resonance in the process  p + 19F [20Ne*(1+)]  16O (0+)+ a 

 

Not found TP /TS

2  10–8



Helicity Projection of the spin in the 
momentum direction

An approximate quantum number for massive particles 
So much better inasmuch the particle is relativistic
Exact for photons

An example: E.M. interactions conserve Parity
One can then build a Parity-violating quantity, like:

Then, in E.M. interactions this quantity must be zero. And one can test this!
In E.M. Interactions right-handed and left-handed photons appear with equal 
amplitudes. In this way they compensate to the result of conserved Parity. 47

Invariance laws in action:

The advantages of a description           over a description            :

• The Helicity is unchanged by rotation

• Since                    , the helicity can be defined in a relativistic context



Parity Violation
Parity is conserved in strong and electromagnetic interactions, while it is 
violated in weak interactions (V-A theory, maximal violation of parity)

Experimentally, strongs and electromagnetic interactions can show 
tiny parity violating effects, due to the weak interaction contribution: 
H = HS + Hem + HW. Atomic reactions:

Example:

With width Γ
α
=(1.0±0.3)x10-10 eV, to be compared with

of width 3x10-3 eV.



The parity operation (P) changes the direction (sign) of each of the spatial 
coordinates. Hence, it changes the sign of momentum. Since spin is like 
angular momentum (the cross product of a vector direction and a vector 
momentum, both of which change sign under the parity operation), spin 
does not change direction under the parity operation.

                                                                      momentum direction
                                        n                 p    e  
                                                               spin direction

Parity operation: 
                                                                      momentum direction
                                        n                 p    e  
                                                               spin direction

The world would look different under the parity operation, since now the 
electron’s spin would be in the same direction as its momentum.

The world is not symmetric under the parity operation!
Parity violation occurs only in the weak interaction. 



Charge conjugation
An internal discrete symmetry



Charge conjugation





Let’s denote particle which have distinct anti-particles by “”, and otherwise 
by “a”. Then:

That is, the final state acquires a phase factor. Otherwise:

That is, from the particle in the initial state, we arrive to the antiparticle in 
the final state
Applying the transformation once more, turns antiparticles back to particles, 
and hence:

For multiparticle states the transformation is:

It is clear that particles  = 0,.etc, are C eigenstates with eigenvalues



-Other eigenstates can be constructed from particle-antiparticle pairs:

For a state of definite L, interchanging between particle and anti-particle 
reverses their relative position vector. For example:

 
 
For fermion-antifermion pairs theory predicts:

This implies that 0, being a 1S0 state of        and       must have C-parity of 1.



C can be inferred from classical field theory:
and since all electric charges swap, electric field and scalar potential
also change sign:

Which upon substitution into:                                gives   C = -1

Tests of C-invariance

• Another confirmation of C-invariance comes from observation of-meson 
decays:

These are em decays, and first two clearly indicate that C =1.
Identical charged pions momenta distribution in third, confirms C-invariance.



Charge conjugation (C) simply means to change each particle into its anti-particle. This 
changes the sign of each of the charge-like numbers. The neutron is neutral, nonetheless it 
has charge-like quantum numbers. It is made of three quarks, and charge conjugation change 
them into three anti-quarks. Charge conjugation leaves spin and momentum unchanged. 

The interesting question is, does a world composed completely of anti-matter have the same 
behavior. For example, in neutron decay, there is a correlation between the spin of the 
neutron and the direction of the electron that is emitted when the neutron decays. The 
electron spin is also directed opposite to its direction of motion.  
                                                                      momentum direction
                                        n                 p    e  
                                                               spin direction

Charge conjugated:                                      momentum direction
                                        n                 p    e  
                                                              spin direction

This is not what an anti-neutron decay looks like! The laws of physics responsible for 
neutron decay are not invariant with respect to charge conjugation. 



In weak interactions C invariance is broken:
 LH neutrino n   LH antineutrino 

      (which dos not exists)

However under combined CP:
LH neutrino n   RH antineutrino 

Weak interactions are eigenstates of CP

This statement is not completely true:
CP violation in weak interactions does occur at the 10-4 level



Positronium decays
Similar to the H atom. Actually, the «true» atom. 
We require the total wavefunction to be antysimmetric, considering the 
electron and the positron as different C-states of the same particle



The lack of symmetry under the parity operation was discovered in the 
fifties following the suggestion of Lee and Yang that this symmetry was 
not well tested experimentally. It is now known that parity is violated in 
the weak interaction, but not in strong and electromagnetic interactions. 

The situation with charge conjugation symmetry is similar; the lack of 
symmetry under charge conjugation exists only in the weak interaction. 

The Standard Model incorporates parity violation and charge conjugation 
symmetry violation in the structure of the weak interaction properties of 
the quarks and leptons and in the form of the weak interaction itself. 



P /C for a fermion-antifermion system
P=(–1)l+1           C=(–1)l+s

Trovare i valori di JPC di particella-antiparticella di spin 1/2 in l=0, 1 (p≠p, 
e+e–, q≠q)

Se l=0 (onda S) P=–, se l=1 (onda P), P=+

Notazione spettroscopica: 2ˆsˆ+1LJ

1S0  JPC=0–+

3S1  JPC=1– –

1P1  JPC=1+ –

3P0  JPC=0+ +

3P1  JPC=1+ +

3P2  JPC=2+ +JPC= 0+–, 0– –, 1– + ,…..non possono essere fatti da quark e antiquark se i 
quark hanno spin 1/2



Time Inversion  
It changes the time arrow T

Classical dynamical equations are 
invariant because of second order in 
time

Classical microscopic systems : T invariance

Classical macroscopic systems:  time arrow selected statistically  
(non decrease of entropy)

In the quantum case :

Is not invariant for 



Let us define the T-inversion operator : T

The operator representing T is an antilinear operator.

The square modulus of transition amplitudes is conserved 

Let us now start from the Conjugate Schroedinger Equation :

So, with this definition of T, we have:



Time reversal means to reverse the direction of time. There are a number of 
ways in which we can consider time reversal. For example, if we look at 
collisions on a billiard table it would clearly violate our sense of how things 
work if time were reversed. It is very unlikely that we would have a set of 
billiard balls moving in just the directions and speeds necessary for them to 
collect and form a perfect triangle at rest, with the cue ball moving away. 

However, if we look at any individual collision, reversing time results in a 
perfectly normal looking collision (if we ignore the small loss in kinetic 
energy due to inelasticity in the collision). The former lack of time reversal 
invariance has to do with the laws of thermodynamics; we here are 
interested in individual processes for which the laws of thermodynamics are 
not important. 

Time reversal reverses momenta and also spin, since the latter is the 
cross product of a momentum (which changes sign) and a coordinate, 
which does not. 

Time Inversion



Fermi Golden Rule



Detailed Balance principle



Spin of ±



Note: the detailed balance DOES NOT imply the equality of the 
reaction rates:

A “classical” test, the study of the reaction

T is violated at the microscopic level in the Weak Nuclear Interactions

67

An important consequence of T-invariance at the microscopic level 
concerns the  transition amplitudes :

(detailed balance)

Physical Review Letters 109 (2012) 211801. BaBar experiment at SLAC

Comparing the reactions: 



Now let’s consider what happens when we apply time reversal (T) to the case of 
the neutron decay. 
                                                                      momentum direction
                                        n                 p    e  
                                                                spin direction

Time reversal: 
                                                                        momentum direction
                                        n                 p    e  
                                                                 spin direction

This looks just fine, the electron spin is opposite to its momentum and the electron 
direction is opposite to the neutron’s spin. 

So, at least for neutron decay, the laws of physics appear to be symmetric under 
time reversal invariance. 

T violation



QuantityQuantity Under CUnder C Under TUnder T Under  PUnder  P

position r r -r

momentum p -p -p

Spin   

E field E E -E

B field B -B B

Magnetic dipole 
momentum

B B B

Electric dipole 
momentum

E E E

Long. 
polarisation

p p p

Transverse 
polarisation

(p1xp2) (p1xp2) (p1xp2)



The CPT Theorem  
In a local, Lorentz-invariant quantum field theory, the interaction 
(Hamiltonian) is invariant with respect to the combined action of C,P,T  
(Pauli, Luders, Villars, 1957)

A few consequences :  

1) Mass of the particle = Mass of the antiparticle
2)  (Magnetic moment of the particle) = -- (Magnetic moment of 

antiparticle)
3)  Lifetime of particle = Lifetime of antiparticle

Proton Antiproton Electron Positron

Q +e -e -e +e

B o 
L(e)

+1 -1 +1 -1

μ

σ

Protons, 
electrons 
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The CPT Theorem

If the charge of all particles in universe were changed to the opposite charge 
(so that all particles change to their antiparticles); & at the same time, all 
were reflected in a mirror; & at the same time, time started to run 
backwards:

This new world would be indistinguishable 
from the old world. 
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